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Background
Health Literacy [HL] as it is most commonly 
measured ≈ a cognitive skill set

It is well known that cognitive function 
declines with age
-

 
‘fluid’

 
abilities decline

-
 

‘crystallized’
 

knowledge stabilizes
 

or improves

Objective: Investigate health literacy 
performance across the most common 
measures across age groups
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†Data adapted from Park et al. (2002) showing cross sectional performance on fluid 

and crystallized cognitive abilities for a sample of adults aged 20-89.

Cognitive Performance Across the Lifespan 



Background
Health Literacy [HL] as it is most commonly 
measured ≈ a cognitive skill set

It is well known that many cognitive abilities 
decline with age
-

 
‘fluid’

 
abilities decline

-
 

‘crystallized’
 

knowledge stabilizes
 

or improves

Objective: Investigate health literacy 
performance - as measured by TOFHLA, 
REALM, and NVS - across age groups



Cohort Study
Funded by National Institute of Aging (R01AG03611)
-

 
2007 to present

1100 Community-dwelling older adults (55-74)
(798 available for current analyses)

Recruitment at1 Academic GIM practice and 6 
federally qualified health centers (FQHCs)

2 interviews ~1 week apart (2.5 hours each)

Full medical record access and review



* Full access to medical record



Methods
Examine correlations between 
HL, cognition, and age.

Replicate Park et al. lifespan 
model for HL performance

Limited age range (55-74); 
utilize age groups: 

55-59 60-64      65-69    70-74
†Data adapted from Park et al. (2002) showing cross sectional performance on fluid 

and crystallized cognitive abilities for a sample of adults aged 20-89.



Sample
More female
AA and White
Diverse by    

- education   
- income 
-

 
employment

Moderate comorbidity
Average health status

(based on normative data from SF-36, PROMIS)



Results

HL to HL:  0.46 to 0.75

FA to HL:  0.37 to 0.71

CA to HL: 0.71 to 0.74
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HL to HL:  0.46 to 0.75

FA to HL:  0.37 to 0.71

CA to HL: 0.71 to 0.74

Age to FA:     +

Age to CA:           -

Age to TOFHLA:   +

Age to REALM:     -





Performance preserved:  
- Verbal Ability
- REALM



Performance preserved: 
- Verbal Ability
- REALM

Performance declines:
-Long-term memory
-Working memory
-Inductive Reasoning
-Processing Speed
-TOFHLA
-NVS



Discussion
HL is strongly linked to cognitive function

TOFHLA and NVS decline, as do fluid abilities

REALM scores tend to be maintained, as with 
world knowledge



Discussion
Patients continue to learn and acquire health 
information across life course. 

Yet the skills needed to obtain, access, process, 
understand and use health information are 
marginalized with age.

Interventions should be aimed at simplifying 
health tasks and supporting processing of health 
information and memory, among other targets



Other Implications
Important implications for measurement
Prior studies consistently find HL is strongly 
associated with  health knowledge
REALM may be closer proxy of knowledge
TOFHLA/NVS more reflect problem-solving 
abilities for healthcare 
Both may be important for aging research
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